for Municipalities
Emergency mass-notification
solutions for Municipalities
Inform residents, control crises,
restore order.

We hope you’ll never use it.
You’ll know it will work.

In an emergency it is critical to alert and inform people, so
they can act to save lives, reduce damage and communicate
critical information. Residents expect to know, in real-time, of
local emergencies, such as industrial accident, mass shooting,
a fire, severe accident or any other local event that affects
the public. Local authorities and municipalities need to
distribute real-time and geo-targeted information simultaneously
across multiple channels, only to the relevant people.

There is no other system in the world that has the operational
and technological experience of evigilo. There is no other
system that was tested under the harsh, real conditions of
natural disaster and military conflict. Tested and performed
flawlessly.

To know. To act. In time.
evigilo delivers a reliable, bi-directional, multi-channel and
proven, mass-notification system, designed for and tested
in cases of emergency. It allows you to warn all residents
(every single person in your jurisdiction) or just the ones the
need to know (first responders, a specific neighborhood,
local officials, etc.); it allows you to instruct them to safety,
to receive information from the “ground” (“Send Help”
button), all in real-time. It is the difference between chaos
and control, between a disaster and a contained situation.
evigilo’s SaaS solution is elastic and delivers a high quality service
at an affordable rate.

Technology Unrivaled
evigilo's platform is geo-targeted, bi-directional, groupspecific and multi-channel (covering every imaginable medium
except telepathy). The system connects to virtually all sensors
available and to all distribution channels – sirens, pagers,
smartphone apps, sms / text, social media, internet, email,
automatic dialers, announcement systems and even billboards.
The system receives a signal from a sensor (e.g., seismographs,
cameras, detectors or human reports), processes it according
to a predefined policy and disseminates messages to the
relevant people (whether it is 10 people or 100,000).

How it works

To know. To act. In time.

Being "in-the-know", feeling safe
Alerting the relevant people in real-time can be the
difference between a catastrophe and a contained event.

Industrial Accident
Accidents happens – be prepared.
Industrial sites suffer from accidents all the time. Some
accidents can be catastrophic and their effect can exceed the
plant’s perimeter. A chemical leak releasing gas to the air, a fire
at a petrol reservoir that can cause a wide-range explosion –
all have already happened and will again. Municipalities are
looking for effective ways to inform the immediate public and
other groups of what is happening in real-time. Effective fast
communication allows for a quick evacuation if needed, to
inform people to stay at home or any other required action.

National Crisis
Aftermath
Resorting order and informing
the public.
In case of national emergencies, whether a natural disaster,
military conflict or any other, many time there is a lot of
confusion and chaos in the aftermath. Municipalities are
looking for mass-communication systems that can inform
the public of the recovery efforts – which roads are closed,
which are open, when will the power or water resume, is it
safe to leave the house, what kind of local services are active

and where. National systems are not equipped to deliver this
service, nor do they know the local conditions. This is where
a local mass notification system becomes indispensible.

Natural Disaster
Knowing in time will save lives.
Natural disasters can be local – a storm, flood, volcanic eruption
and even an earthquake. evigilo’s SMART platform is a local
mass-notification system that complements or replaces
national systems. It is focused on the unique and specific needs
of municipalities and provides specific relevant information
to your local residents, informing them of what is happening,
when it is happening and what they need to do, in order to
reduce damage and save lives (e.g. stay in or evacuate).

Crime and Terror
Contain, control and recover.
We live in a dangerous world. Mass shootings and acts of
terror are unfortunately more frequent. These events have
the potential of affecting the many. First responders and
emergency forces need to be able to notify the public, keep
people away and allow them to coordinate to contain the
situation. An effective mass notification system have proved
to facilitate fast response and reduce casualties.

To know. To act. In time.

